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ZENSOFT SERVICES
Valency Networks is a firm specializing
ZenSOFT is a team of consultants in the

in the field of IT infrastructure design,
field of Software Testing, Software

deployment, and process management.
Change & Configuration Management

It also offers highly technical solutions
and IT/Cyber Security. Our vision is to

in the area of IT/Cyber Security too. Our
be the trusted value partner for

Corporate firms having their own IT infrastructure are prone to risk of hacking. Firm’s data or
their customer’s data is at stake, because if it is stolen it can cause reputational or monetary
risks. Critical IT systems especially in case of banks and financial institutions are bound to be
extremely cyber secure. It is imperative that such firms incorporate adequate and aggressive
mechanism to be secure and non-vulnerable to the hacking attacks. Valency Networks
provides VAPT assessment tests to ethically check holes in the network walls and provide a
unified and highly technical solution service.

mission is to be a technology and
organizations across the globe and

business solution provider, in the niche

SERVICE INCLUDES

through the continuous business

areas of IT infrastructure services, by

. External Network Penetration

process excellence we strive to provide

leveraging years of global technical

. Internal Network Penetration

better and efficient services to our

experience we possess. Our mission is

. Black Box / White Box Hacking

customers. Our endeavor is to help our

to provide offerings which results into a

. Web Ethical Hacking

customers deliver unsurpassed products

high performing, scalable, reliable and

. Wireless Ethical Hacking

and services to their clients and

redundant IT infrastructure for our

. Denial of Service Attacks

ultimately, maximize their core business.

. Patch Decipher / Cryptography

customers to help improve their ROI.

CYBER SECURITY
Our Philosophies

Our Philosophies
Security is an ongoing process which
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continuous
improvement.
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How do we perform Penetration tests?

Whom do we provide security services to?

* We sign a Non-disclosure agreement with you



Banking and financial institutions

* We study your IT network



Hospitals and medical institutions

Security
two way
which
Securityisisa not
justprocess
about the
involves us as well as the technology
products
but
about
the
management on client’s side.

* With your consent we decide a day/time to perform tests



Corporate firms (Manufacturing, Pharma)

customized solutions

* We use cutting edge hacking tools to carry out ethical tests



IT firms

Security is a two way process
which involves us as well as the
technology management on
client’s side

* We use our years of expertise to assess logs & create reports
* We produce reports to you and provide mitigation plans.

How much time such a test takes?
* Typically 2 days for small scale firms

Website
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* Typically 1 week for mid scale firms
* Time depends on network complexity
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